Direct control of firing rate gain by dendritic shunting inhibition.
The firing rate gain of neurons, defined as the slope of the relation between input to a neuron and its firing rate, has received considerable attention in the past few years. This has been largely motivated by the many experimental demonstrations of behavior related gain changes in a variety of neural circuits of the CNS. A surprising result was that a prime candidate, shunting inhibition, apparently does not change the firing rate gain of neurons. However, in this paper, we show a physiologically plausible mechanism by which shunting inhibition in the dendritic tree does, in a simple and direct manner, modulate the firing gain of neurons. The effect is due to a strong attenuation of the dendritic current arriving at the soma by shunting dendritic inhibition. Increasing the dendritic inhibitory conductance enhances the attenuation of current flowing from the dendritic to the somatic compartment and thus reduces firing gain. This mechanism relies on known physiological and anatomical properties of CNS neurons and does not require special features such as tunable neural noise inputs. Gain control by the proposed mechanism may prove to be a ubiquitous feature of neural circuit operations and it is readily verifiable experimentally.